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Aerial Britain

4 x 60'

EPISODIC BREAKDOWN

1. Southern England

Southern England – a region of engineering marvels and ancient masterworks, hectic cities and
quiet countryside, and real and fictional heroes. From the great cliffs where a mythical King
emerged to the glittering towers of a financial superpower, this show surveys southern England’s
most famous sites, while uncovering the incredible human stories of its inhabitants.

2. Northern England

Northern England. A region of rich variety and extraordinary contrasts, from the great cities that
powered the British Empire to the picturesque moorlands, lakes and dales that inspired literary
icons. This is the home of mythical hero Robin Hood and real-life legends The Beatles. Inspired by
a spirit of creativity, its people embrace their past and are ambitious about their future.

3. Wales

From picturesque landscapes to cultural icons and from historical monuments to engineering
greatness, Wales has forged a vibrant and unique identity within Britain. This is a land of myth and
majesty, of legendary kings and warrior rebels. With more castles per square mile than anywhere
else in the world, here lie the hills that put the Stone in Stonehenge and the secret hideaways
where Led Zeppelin and Queen changed the history of rock. This is a country that bears the
indelible marks of 2000 years of invasion, but that forged its own destiny from the great
monuments of its industrial past. This show explores the incredible culture, architecture and
engineering of a nation that never once lost its identity.

4. Scotland

In the north of Britain lies a land of epic grandeur and enduring legend. This is a place of soaring
peaks shrouded in mist and snow, of rugged glens that have known war and tragedy, and eerie
lakes that may conceal monsters. It’s a land of heroes, from hard rock icons like AC/DC to
freedom fighters like Braveheart himself, William Wallace. Home to a people proud of their culture
and determined to keep that spirit alive, this is Scotland.
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